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Outline
z QoS
yPrice and quality
yINDEX project at UC Berkeley

z Interconnection
ynetwork externalities
yviability from strategic perspective

z Putting them together
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Pricing and QoS
z If there are different qualities of service,

have to be different prices
yCost recovery
ySelf selection

z Providing QoS
yengineering
ycosts
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Demand side
z How much are people willing to pay for

QoS?
z What kinds of QoS are most valuable?
z How does application mix change when

people pay for QoS?
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INDEX project
z INDEX=Internet Demand Experiment
z Funding: NSF, Cisco, Pac Bell
z Team: Varaiya, Varian, Edell, Rupp
z Design
yISDN service
ysimulated QoS
yreal payment charged to credit card
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Dimensions
z Started in April 1998
z About 60-150 subjects
z Full demographic survey
z Experiments
ysymmetric and asymmetric bandwidth
yvolume pricing
yfixed and self-selected mixtures
ycongestion
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Findings
z http://www.index.berkeley.edu
z bandwidth
yhighly sensitive to price
yown-price elasticity: -3
ycross-price elasticity: +2
yvery good fits
x60% of variance = habits
x30% of variance = price response
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Findings, continued
z Volume pricing
yvery unresponsive to price
yvery poor fits
yeverything is due to individual effects

z Mixtures
ynot yet known...
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Consumer Behavior
z Experimental design
y6 random prices (higher for higher QoS)
y8 Kbs for free
ysubject behavior
xpicked a price
xalternated between it and free service

z Explanation for volume behavior?
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Interconnection
z Metcalfe’s Law: value of network

proportional to n2

ydisclaimer: rule of thumb
yquality of connection

z Two networks
yv1 = n1

2

yv2 = n2
2
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Value of interconnection
z Value of interconnect
y∆v1 = n1 (n1+n2) - n1

2 = n1n2
y∆v2 = n2 (n1+n2) - n2

2 = n1n2

z Value of takeover by network 1
y∆v1=(n1+n2)2 -n2

2 - n1
2=2n1n2

z If interconnect: split value
z If takeover: may get twice the value
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Implications
z Size doesn’t matter as much as is

commonly thought
yeach side gains from interconnect
ybut threat of takeover can be significant
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History
z Bell Telephone c 1912
yinvested in long distance technology
ywould not interconnect with local rivals
ywould interconnect with non-rivals
ywent back later and bought them out

z Marconi wireless
yonly rented equipment
ywould not interconnect at all
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Multilateral interconnect
z 2 networks interconnect
y3rd network comes along
ycompetition to interconnect
ywithout settlements/filtering, bargaining

position is much worse
z Examples
yCommercial Internet Exchange (CIX)
yNAPs
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QoS and Interconnect
z QoS requires pricing
z Multilateral interconnect requires pricing
ysettlements are inevitable

z But what should they be based on?
yNet traffic flows?
yBursts?
yEffective bandwidth?
ySomething else?
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Clarke’s Profiling for QoS
z Construct contract based on profile
z Mark packets in-profile, out-of-profile
z Drop out-of-profile packets first

z Should work for settlements
z Or could use statistical sampling
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For settlement
z Need standards
ytechnology
ymeasurement
ycontracts
ywillingness to experiment

z Watch out for dominant firms
y“fair, open, non-discriminatory” interconnect
yemphasis on latter term
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Information Rules
z A Strategic Guide to the Network

Economy
z Harvard Business School Press
z co-author: Carl Shapiro
z http://www.inforules.com
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Information Rules


